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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. Background of the research 

In modern era like what people currently feel, an ability to use an 

international language to speak and communicate is important. Many 

opportunities can be gotten when English as an international language is used by 

people in their daily life. For example, in the real life of business area, many 

employees used it for communicating with their foreign colleagues in 

international companies. Additionally, English is one of the most widely taught 

foreign or second languages in over 100 countries (Cristal, 2003), and Indonesia is 

taking place in those countries. Those opportunities can be achieved by having 

ability in stressing syllable in word well, as one of possible encouragement in 

communication. As has been explained by Baker (2000), in English 

communication skill, one important factor is stress.    

Students who learn English as a second language need to know about the 

ideal process in communication. The ideal process here means that there are some 

cases that support communicating performance. Indirectly, they recognize that 

stress in word is one of those, that has a role in making delivery of two ways 

communication are running well between the speaker and the hearer. For instance, 

the speaker will produce sentence with word stress that be intended to clarify the 

mean and the purpose of the conversation and the hearer will understand what 

speaker means by the utterance. Word stress misplacement could be one of 

possible cause of the problem. Besides, in order to identify words, English native 
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speakers or competent listeners rely on stress patterns. It can be difficult for them 

to understand a word with wrong stress pattern (Brown, 1990; Jenkins 2000). The 

non-native speaker has to be able to produce understandable sounds. Therefore, 

students and general people need to speak with correct stress placement in order 

to be comprehensible to other competent listeners (Morley 1989, cited in 

Aungceharoen, 2006:3). Thus, theknowledge of stress will control and inform 

students to stress the syllable word and improve their performance to be better in 

any situation.  

In talking and communicating to other people, it is almost certain that 

people also use English complex word in daily basis. So word stress is not always 

only be in simple word, but also be in the word with any additional like prefix or 

suffix and even compound word which are called as complex word. People cannot 

avoid the function of complex word. Such as the word like “funny” that is build 

by basic word (stem) with the addition of “y” in the last stem as suffix as a 

symbol of complex word and the word „care‟ is simple while „careful‟ and 

„careless‟ are also complex. Therefore, because of its existence, one of important 

thing that supports the way of speaker‟s word choice in speaking and the way of 

the hearer to understand what the speaker means is by seeing speaker stress 

placement in the words itself. The impacts of stress in complex words in learning 

process and even in speaking English in real situation are two things that should 

be considered to learn. 

Based on researcher‟s observation about stress in phonology class, 

sometimes the question about stress placement in word that teacher asked resulted 

in confusion from the students. Some students recognized that syllable stress that 
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produced by them appeared automatically, caused by they had been familiar with 

the stress placement that had been listened in daily basis. One of those words were 

“comfortable” that produced by students at that time. Whereas, there is suffix on it 

and it could be ˈk^mftǝb!  with stress on the first syllable. That is the rule for the 

function of adjective and verb that consist of stem with more than one syllable. 

But it came differently with what the students produced at that time. They 

produced it like k^mˈftǝb!. It happened because they had been produced that word 

with that way in every single time and it could be a habit for them.  

Stress placement in a word of “comfortable” and other words could be such 

a kind of case that reminds people that giving a right stress placement in a 

complex word is important to do, and they have to make sure that they already 

understand with something that they produced. It also supported by Keawpasom 

(1991, cited in Aungchroen 2006:5) he said that one cause of the problems with 

listening and speaking skills is the failure of non-native speaking students of 

English to perceive and produced word stress correctly. The mistake can be 

repaired by learning it again as long as there is a will of the students and people 

also as the speaker.  

Taking this into account, the researcher is interested to conduct the research 

about student‟s ability in producing stress in Complex words. Ability or student 

competence is the quality of being able. It also defined by Merriam-Webster 

(2018), the ability is to do something well: The quality or state of being 

competent. The ability or competency are comination of knowledge, skills, and 

attitudes that students develop and apply for successful learning and also used and 

developed by student when they encounter unfamiliar or challenging situation 
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(ARPDC,2016). In this case, the researcher attempts to investigate students‟ 

ability in producing stress in English complex words.  

1.2 Research Question 

Based on the previous background, the problem of this research is 

formulated as follow: 

What is students‟ ability in producing stress in English complex words? 

1.3 Objective of the Research 

The purpose of this research is to investigate students‟ ability in producing 

stress in English complex words. 

1.4 Limitation of the Research 

This research focuses on students‟ ability in producing stress in English 

complex words. The researcher specifies taking sample on the sixth semester 

student of English Education study program at Jambi University. The reason why 

researcher takes the sixth semester students as a sample is because they had 

studied English word stress in the fourth semester in phonology subject and they 

had been familiar with stress in English complex word as well. This research only 

focuses on the words with suffixes in complex word and divided into two 

categories function, as a Noun and Adjective. Suffix is chosen because there are 

three possibilities stress placement if a word is added suffix on it and Noun and 

Adjective categories are chosen because both are more regular used by people that 

can effect speaking performance commonly in communication. Those aspects will 

help to show the real students‟ ability in producing stress in English complex 

word. 
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1.5 Significance of this research 

This research is expected as a source of information for the lecturers and 

students because this research had a contribution in providing information for 

students who still found any problems and were confused in learning phonology, 

especially English words stress and stress in complex word. It is so that they could 

overcome their mistake when reading the explanation of stress and parts of it as 

well. Furthermore, for English lectures, it is also expected as useful information. 

They would like to know how far their students know about the use of stress by 

seeing score percentage, which are consist of very good, good, fair, weak and 

poor. This research is hoped as a hand-grip for the lecturer to know the errors 

which faced by students even though they have learned about this matter. Then, 

this research is expected as information to other researchers who are interested in 

conducting the same research like this as well. 

 


